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abstract
Chemical reaction is a very important factor of the groundwater pollution source identification (PSI).
However, the PSI method based on the geostatistics is always applied on the conservative pollutants.
In this paper, the finite difference is employed to obtain the transfer function of complex transference
of pollutant in groundwater, and a PSI method considering the first-order reaction is proposed. A
numerical test is employed to analyse the result of the new method and the impact of reaction rate on
the PSI problem. In the case, the new method could identify the release process perfectly. Accurate PSI
result could be obtained under high concentration or low chemical reaction consumption of pollution.
Though the PSI result is insensitive to the reaction rate when the reaction rate is between 10–4 and
10–3, the more accurate reaction rate is still very important for the PSI problem. The method prompted
in this paper has good agreement with the transport rule of pollutant, and could be very helpful for
identifying groundwater pollution.
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1. Introduction
Pollution source identification (PSI) refers to reconstruc
ting the pollution source locations and releasing histories
from observed concentration records [1]. As one of the first
steps in environmental remediation project, PSI can be classified into three typical types [2]: namely finding the release
history of a source, finding the location of a source and recovering the initial distribution of a contaminant plume. The PSI
is helpful to making a cost-effective remediation strategy,
partitioning the cleanup cost among liable parties [3].
The mathematical and simulation approaches of PSI have
been extensively investigated in the past 30 years. Atmadja
and Bagtzoglou [4] have subdivided the existing mathematical methods into four major groups, namely optimization,
analytical and direct methods as well as probabilistic and
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geostatistical approaches. Snodgrass and Kitanidis [5] used
a probabilistic approach combining Bayesian theory and
geostatistical techniques to estimate the pollution source
function. The method is an improvement from some other
methods in that the solutions are more general and make
no blind assumptions about the nature and structure of the
unknown source function. Limitation to this approach is that
the location of the potential source must be known a priori [4].
Butera and Tanda [6] use the method to find the source function in a 2D problem. Michalak and Kitanidis [7] combine the
method with the adjoint state method to identify the source
function in a 3D problem. Butera et al. [8] extend the method
to find both the source function and location. Though this
method is extensively studied, most of these researches give
their attention on the conservative pollutants, the PSI method
considering the chemical reaction is seldom discussed.
The groundwater system could be taken as a chemical reaction system [9], the sorption/desorption and chemical reaction could be significant factor for PSI. Some
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biodegradation, radioactive decay, hydrolysis process could
be taken as first-order reaction [10]. The first-order reaction
kinetics equation is the common equation in contamination
analysis [11]. In this paper, we give our effort on finding the
source release history in a 1D homogeneous aquifer based on
the geostatistical approach considering first-order reaction.
Numerical experiment is carried out to test the method and
evaluate the PSI result.

breakthrough curve is obtained, the transfer function value
at each time step could be calculated by the backward difference (Eq. (6)). The sensitivity matrix H can be deduced by
the transfer function value, and the pollution source release
process could be determined by geostatistical approach.

2. Theory

2.2. Geostatistical model

2.1. Transfer function considering the first-order reaction

The relation between the pollution source release process
and the concentration observation could be generalized as
follows [5]:

The transport equation considering first-order reaction
could be described as follows:
∂nC
= div ( nD grad C ) − div ( n u C ) − λnC (1)
∂t
where C is the contaminant concentration, [ML–3]; D is the
dispersion tensor, [L2T–1]; u is the convection matrix, [LT1]; λ
is the first-order reaction rate constant, [T–1]; n is the porosity;
t is the time, [T]; div is the divergence operator; grad is the
gradient operator. The equation is a linear partial differential
equation, because the equation is linear to all the unknown
function and their derivatives [12].
When the contamination transport process is linear, the
contamination concentration could be described by the transfer function as follows [8,13]:

dCt = i Ct = i − Ct = i −1 
=
∆t
dt

(6)

z = Hs + v (7)
where z is an m × 1 vector of observations. H is a known
sensitivity matrix assembled by transfer function. s is an
n × 1 “state vector” obtained from the discretization of the
unknown function that we wish to estimate. The measurement error is represented by the vector v which is assumed
to have zero mean and known covariance matrix R. The
expected value and covariance of s could be expressed as
Eqs. (8) and (9).
E s  = Xβ(8)

C ( x ,T ) = ∫ s ( t ) f ( x ,T − t ) dt (2)

T
Q ( θ ) = E ( s − Xβ ) ( s − Xβ ) 



where x is the coordinate scalar; s(t) is the actual release
process; f(·) is the transfer function. The analytical transfer
function could be obtained, if the contaminant is conservative [5,14]. Considering the reaction, some researchers
amend the transfer function [15,16] or define the transfer
function by transport experiment [17]. However, in many
cases the characteristic of groundwater flow may not allow
an analytical transfer function formulation, and the experiment could not define the transfer function because of the
space time scale limits. In this paper, we use finite difference
method to calculate the transfer function considering the
first-order reaction.
Firstly, with a simple variable transformation, it could
rewrite the Eq. (2) as:

where X is a known n × p matrix and β are p unknown
drift coefficients. Q(θ) is a Gaussian function of unknown
parameters θ.
The estimation procedure is divided into two parts. First
the optimal structural parameters θ are found, and then the
unknown function s is estimated. The structural parameters θ are estimated by maximizing the probability of the
measurements given θ:

T

0

C ( x ,T ) = ∫ s (T − t ) f ( x , t ) dt (3)
T

0

If we assume a stepwise input function s(T − t) = 1, t > 0,
s(T − t) = 0, t ≤ 0, the breakthrough curve equation is
CS ( x ,T ) = ∫ 1 ⋅ f ( x , t ) dt (4)
T

0

Taking the time derivative of the Eq. (4), it results
∂CS ( x, t )
∂t

= f ( x, t )(5)

A numerical model could be used to simulate the response
of the aquifer to the stepwise input function. When the

p ( z|θ) ∝ ∑

−1 2

XT HT ∑−1HX

(9)

−1 2

 1

exp  − zT Ξ −1z (10)
 2


∑ = HQHT + R(11)

(

Ξ = ∑−1 − ∑−1HX XT HT ∑−1HX
 f ( x1 ,T − t1 )

 f ( x ,T − t )
2
1
H = ∆t 



 f x ,T − t
1)
 ( m

)

−1

XT HT ∑− 1(12)

f ( x1 ,T − t2 ) 
f ( x 2 ,T − t2 ) 




f ( x m ,T − t2 ) 

f ( x 1 , T − tn ) 

f ( x 2 , T − tn ) 
 (13)



f ( x m ,T − tn ) 

Maximizing p(z|θ) is equivalent to minimizing
L (θ) =

1
1
1
ln ∑ + ln XT HT ∑−1HX + zT Ξ −1z(14)
2
2
2
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The minimization can be achieved by taking derivatives
of L(θ) with respect to θ and setting them to zero. Gauss–
Newton iterations are used to find the minimization. When
the iteration converges, Q(θ) is known and solves the system
 ∑

T
( HX )


HX   ΛT  HQ 
  = 
(15)
0   M   XT 

where Λ is a m × n matrix of coefficients and M is p × n matrix
of multipliers. The best estimates of the function s and its
covariance are
ŝ = Λz

(16)

V = −XM + Q − QHT ΛT(17)
The method does not enforce the nonnegativity of concentration. A transformation of the concentration is used to
assure the nonnegativity of concentration. Define

s˜ = α (s

1α

)

− 1 (18)
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Eq. (25) describes the true release history (Fig. 1). There
are 20 observation points in the x-direction and the curve of
observed concentration z at t = 300 is shown in Fig. 2. The
concentration at each observation point could be calculated
by supposition method, and could be expressed as Eq. (26)
[11]. The covariance of the measurement errors is expressed
as R = σ2RI (σ2R = 1 × 10–12). The Q is expressed as Eq. (28).
 ( t − 130 )2 
 ( t − 150 )2 
 + 0.3 exp  −
+
s ( t ) = exp  −



50
200 



 
 ( t − 190 )2 

0.5 exp  −


98



(25)


 x − w (T − t ) 
 (u − w ) x 
∆Ci −1 
i −1 
+
 erfc 
exp 
 2 D (T − t ) 
2 
i =1
 2 DL 
L
i
−
1



 x + w (T − t )  
 (u + w ) x 
i −1  
exp 
 erfc 


2
D


2 DL (T − ti −1 )  
L


(26)
n

C ( x,t ) = ∑

The Eq. (1) in the transformed space becomes

(

)

α
z = h  ( s + α ) α  + v = h ( s ) + v 
(19)


Then the transfer function h ( s ) is not linear with respect
to the transformed unknown
h ( s .) The best estimate of s can
be found by the quasi-linear procedure [5,18] and could be
expressed as
α

 s l + α 
ŝ= 
 (20)
 α 
3. Numerical case
The first-order reactive process is added to the 1D transport process case [3] to evaluate the method in this paper. We
suppose the pollutant transport in a homogeneous aquifer,
the actual mean velocity is a constant, the problem could be
expressed as follows [11,19]:
∂C
∂ 2C
∂C
= DL 2 − u
− λC , 0 < x < +∞ , t > 0
∂t
∂t
∂x

(21)

C ( x,t )

t =0

= 0 , 0 ≤ x < +∞

(22)

C ( x,t )

x =0

= C0 , t > 0

(23)

C ( x,t )

x →+∞

= 0, t > 0

(24)

where C is the pollutant concentration, [ML–3]; DL is the
longitude dispersion coefficient (DL = 1), [L2T–1]; u is the
actual mean velocity (u = 1), [LT–1]; λ is the first-order reaction rate constant (λ = 10–4), [T–1]; x is the transport distance
(x ∈ 0 , 300 ), [L]; t is time, [T].

Fig. 1. Pollution source release curve.

Fig. 2. Observation location and observed concentration at
t = 300.
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w = u2 + 4λDL (27)

(

 t −t
i
j
Q ti , t j θ = σ 2 exp  −

l2


(

)

)

2



 (28)


4. Discussion
4.1. Identification result
Throughout the numerical case mentioned earlier, we
obtain the breakthrough curves of each observation points
(Fig. 3). The observation points OBW18–OBW20 are far from
the pollution release source, and the breakthrough curves
have not reached 1 at t = 300. The transfer function curves of
these observation points are getting flat when the distance
from release source increases (Fig. 4). The calculated release
history has good agreement with the real release history
(Fig. 5), their correlation r is 0.9986, so the method we proposed could identify the release history. The Euclidean distance de between the up and low bound of the 95% confidence

Fig. 5. The real and calculated release curves.

interval is used to evaluate the confidence interval. The de of
the identified result is 5.48, it shows that the uncertainty of
the calculated history is small. However, small uncertainty
does not mean the calculated release history approximates
the real history, because the model parameter might not be
accurate.
4.2. The influence of first-order reaction rate constant

Fig. 3. The breakthrough curve at each observation point.

The reference [9] shows that the first-order reaction rate
constant could be 10–2 to 10–4 commonly. To analyse the influence of reaction rate on PSI result, we set the constant changing between the scopes, and suppose that the reaction rate is
known when we implement this PSI method [20,21]. Fig. 6
shows that the concentration curves at t = 300 are the similar.
When the reaction rate is small, less pollutant is consumed,
so concentration could be bigger than the concentration of
big reaction rate.
The calculated release history has good agreement with
the real release history during the reaction rate scope (Fig. 7).
We analyse these results with relative deviation, because
each PSI result is too close to the other. The real release

Fig. 4. The transfer function curve of each observation point.

Fig. 6. The concentration curves of each λ at t = 300.
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Fig. 7. The release curves of each λ when the λ are known.
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Fig. 9. The influence of λ on r and de.

concentration is 0 before and after the pollutant releasing, so
we calculate the relative deviation of the relative deviation
(Δλ1 and Δλ2) of the reaction rate 10–2 and 10–3 to 10–4. Fig. 8
shows that Δλ1 and Δλ2 vibrate obviously before and after
the pollutant releasing, and the Δλ1 changes more conspicuously than Δλ2. Because the concentration of reaction rate
10–4 (the denominator of the relative deviation) approaches 0
before and after the pollutant releasing, the small difference
might lead to a big relative deviation. When the reaction rate
equals 10–2, more pollutant is consumed and the concentration is small, the PSI result is more easily influenced by
calculate and observation error. So big release concentration
and less pollutant consuming might benefit for identifying
the release history.
4.3. The sensitivity of PSI result to the reaction rate
We suppose the real reaction rate is 10–4, and it is
unknown when the PSI method is implementing. By changing the reaction rate, the sensitivity of PSI result to the reaction rate is analysed. Fig. 9 shows when the reaction rate
is equal or smaller than 10–3, the calculated and real release
history are almost the same, the correlation r is bigger

Fig. 10. The release curves of each λ when the λ are unknown.

than 0.9985, the Euclidean distance de is smaller than 6.3.
When the reaction rate changes between 10–4 and 10–3, r and
de vary slightly [22]. It means the PSI result is not very sensitive to the reaction rate, a moderate result could be obtained
[23]. When the reaction rate is bigger than 10–3, the shape of
release history curves is similar to the real history, but the
peak is bigger than the real history (Fig. 10). If the estimated
reaction rate is far from the real reaction rate, the calculated
history cannot describe the real history. So, an accurate reaction rate is still an important key factor for identifying the
release history with this method.
The reaction rate is big, more pollutant is consumed and
the observation concentration reduces [24]. If the observation
concentration at final time spot is the same, the concentration
calculated with big reaction is higher than the concentration
calculated with small reaction. It means the method is coincident with the law of transport with first-order reaction.
5. Conclusion

Fig. 8. The relative error of PSI results.

In this paper, the geostatistical approach considering the
first-order reaction is used to identify the pollutant release
history. The finite difference method is used to calculate the
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transfer function. The numerical experiment is carried out
to test the method and evaluate the PSI result. It turns out
that (1) the method proposed in this paper could identify
the release history perfectly in the numerical case; (2) high
concentration or small chemical reaction consumption of
pollutant are helpful for finding accurate PSI result.; (3) the
PSI result is insensitive to the reaction rate when the reaction rate falls between 10–4 and 10–3, but the accurate reaction
rate is still very important for the PSI problem. The method
prompted in this paper has good agreement with the transport law of pollutant with first-order reaction, and it might be
helpful for groundwater pollution identification.
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